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Audience Attitudes to Charity Campaigns 
 
Abstract 
This project reviews existing communication studies, and interviews, and analyses the 
differences that rely on gender and other aspects which could have an effect on the 
audience attitudes towards charity donation. The project provides a brief knowledge of 
the giving concepts, and reviews the primary theoretical approaches. It also examines 
the effect of media term from audience perspectives. Specifically, the Audience studies, 
Moral development and Caring motivation are discussed. The focus of this project relies 
on  how audience reflected on charity and different types of charity advertisements.   
Keywords: Audience, Attitudes, Charity, Audience studies, Moral development, 
Caring motivation. 
  
Introduction 
Over the past decades number of charity organization has increased rapidly. Those 
nonprofit organizations (NPOs) are highly dependent on fundraising and volunteer 
activities. NPOs’ general way to achieving their goal is through using different types 
of advertising. 
The assumption of these organizations through their activities are trying to make a 
better life for those people who need help, which this could happen through their 
audience participation (Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011, p.941). In this project, I want to 
look at different aspects of the audience attitudes towards those campaigns and also 
regarding to the NPOs’ models of advertising.  
Charity is a word which represents some image in our mind related to help someone 
for having a better life, as a general meaning. But in reality, is this the exact reason of 
donating? I want to look at the audience motivation to donate, their social and 
individual behavior towards different types of charities, next to their different 
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advertisements such as: online ads, TV commercial, images and outdoor advertising 
(Schrøder, 2003). In fact, this type of morality is related to everybody think about the 
moral responsibilities towards others and specify what is appropriate behavior (Sayer, 
2005).  
In this context, I want to work on what the audiences understand from charity ads as 
a decoding process and also what do they do with this issue. In fact, the motto of these 
campaigns is to gather donate to help some people in specific places and the way of 
their communication has changed during the time. By applying these changes to their 
representation through advertising, I want to know about what is the audience 
dimension of these advertising and their effect in reality?  what is the audience 
reflection towards these ads? And, which type of ads has more effect on the audience 
attitudes to deciding about donating? 
In fact, everybody has a sense of moral obligation towards family, friends, those who 
need help in society, environment and animals. Regarding to this obligation and 
responsibility, the reaction of everybody would be differed from one  to another and 
these differences could be based on various characteristic such as age, gender and 
education (Kohlberg, 1976 & Gilligan, 1982). 
Moreover, as a humans, there is a dependency and needs, we often sympathies with 
others and try to offer our support, assistant and help (Smith, 1976). Regarding to 
these cases, I put my effort to figure out the different reason of philanthropy from 
special angles which is related mainly to the gender differences.  
 The other sections of this project are organized as follow. On the methodology step, 
there are different approaches, theories and methods which represent on the 
theoretical work as well as the practical one, consisting of qualitative and quantitative 
methods: Interviews and questionnaire. On the next step, theoretical scheme will be 
presented. 
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Theoretical Scheme 
In this study, there are several theories which are applied that some of them are from 
communication studies and the others are from the other fields of sociology, 
psychology and semiology. They will be applied and referred to the analysis of 
interviews additionally to the online survey. 
The whole project is mainly based on the theory of “Audience studies” by the aim of 
doing this research to know more about the audience perspective about charity 
campaign. Regarding to this theory, it is possible to study our audience representation 
of this subject related to their experiences. As a matter of fact, our audience research 
is mostly focused on descriptive and analytical study. The aim of using the first part is 
to describe our audience characteristic such as age and gender and the second one is 
relying on understanding what is our target group motivation due to our subject and 
“how” and “why”.  
By regarding to our main theory, I could look at a related section which is “Reception 
Theory” presented by Hall (Hall, 1973, Eco, 1997). As he worked on the process of 
sending and receiving the message and I want to focus on the process of decoding 
message by our target group. By considering this theory, it is possible to look at the 
various sociological factors of audience, such as gender, past experiences and their 
beliefs which have an effect on the way of reading the text. 
In relation to this theory, I could also refer to schrøder’s assumption which is usable in 
our survey: 
A reception study aims to find out how people make sense of a particular 
media product, such as news programme, an advertising campaign, a soap 
opera or a computer game (Schrøder, 2003, p.148). 
From the British linguistic, Norman Fairclough worked on the field of “Discourse 
Analysis” and specifically, looking at “Critical Discourse Analysis”. Through this field, 
analysis of the media text is the on the core of this approach. By looking at the chain 
of communicative events which going through sending message through encoding and 
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receiving message through decoding and our focus is on the second part (Fairclough 
1992, 1995). 
Furthermore, through going further on the process of charitable giving, I could work 
on the “Eight Mechanisms of Giving” which presents by Rene Bekkers and Pamala 
Wiepking. These eight mechanisms consist of “1. Awareness of need. 2. Solicitation. 3. 
Costs and benefits. 4. Altruism. 5. Reputation. 6. Psychological benefits. 7. Values. 8. 
Efficacy” (2011). They concern these steps as “a basic theoretical framework” of 
various charitable giving researches. In this theoretical framework, they mentioned 
that “helping behaviors is a very broad category of actions, ranging from a stranger in 
an emergency to donating” (2011). Regarding to this case , the aim is focused on some 
of these mechanisms which are more relevant to this study. These mechanisms are 
mentioned as  a basic theoretical framework for the studies in relation to charitable 
giving. (Bekkers & Wiiepking, p. 924) 
Moreover, through going further on moral development schema which is developed by 
Kohlberg and this schema augmented by Gilligan’s caring motivation, it is possible to 
work on the different reasons to accept or reject of donating (1982). I could have 
specific focus on this term because of various characters which I faced with regard to 
the charity audience’s feelings and their reactions regarding to this issue in their real 
life. By referring to this assumption, it is possible to look at moral and logical aspects 
of our target group attitudes and motivations to NPOs.  
In general, it is possible to say that one of the purposes of this survey is to analyze 
male and female perspectives and attitudes of morality by regarding to this theory and 
its gender differences. three parts is possible to examine, the focus of the first section 
is on the women participations, and the second one is related to men participations 
and lastly is through looking at both genders and analyzing their differences (Gilligan, 
1982). 
According to Kohlberg, the concern of males for "pleasing others" gives way in 
stage 4 to "living by the rules," in stage 5 a few people "build a better world" and in stage 
6 even fewer live by "universal principles of justice." According  to Gilligan, females often 
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remain concerned with relationships, progressing as they grow older from pleasing 
others for personal gain to building close, intimate, selfless, giving relationships in 
which they do good for others (and get pleasure from doing so). Thus, many women 
adopt the basic moral principles of the Golden Rule and act on those principles by giving 
to people in need (which Kohlberg assumes only a few middle-aged men do in stage 6). In 
short, women's morals seem to develop differently, even though they may end up doing 
the same things as highly moral men. What are these developmental differences? 
(Tucker-Ladd, 2004,  ch.3, p.20) 
 
Phases of moral 
development 
LAWRENCE 
KOHLBERG 
CAROL GILLIGAN’S SUPPLEMENT 
First phase 
Pre-conventional moral 
consciousness (stages 1-2) 
Caring for self (Transition I: From caring for self to 
responsibility to others) 
Second phase 
Conventional moral 
consciousness (stages 3-4) 
Caring for others (Transition II: From inequality to 
caring for self and others) 
Third phase 
Post-conventional moral 
consciousness (stages 5-6) 
Understanding interconnection between other and 
self. Care becomes the self-chosen principle. No one 
should be hurt. 
1 
                                               
1
 http://eepat.net/doku.php?id=gilligan_kohlberg_controversy_and_preliminary_conclusion 
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Problem definition 
In this study, the core part of survey goes around audience studies. This survey 
consists of two sections. In the first part of this study, our focus is on investigating 
charity audience attitudes and at the next step, I want to look at the effect of different 
advertisements on the “audience perception” and their decision making. In fact, the 
problem regarding to this subject is that the most of  studies are concerning the 
campaign strategies and looking at whether they succeed or not, but the researchers 
have less attention to the audience perspective and consequently, I know less about 
donors or non donors’ point of view. Therefore, instead of working on the effect of 
campaigns on their audience, I would like to work on this subject, through 
quantitative and qualitative research, by looking at the audience perspective to figure 
out the their optimistic and pessimistic point of view toward donating.  
The aim of this study is to enhance our knowledge about charities audience attitudes 
towards different types of NPOs and their reasons for their selection of the specific 
organization. 
I predict that women have stronger motives and attitudes than men in giving. Then, I 
look at the reason of these differences and I will work on this assumption to see to 
what extent it is realistic regarding to our  data. 
  
Target group 
By regarding to the audience of charity campaigns, our target group, chosen for this 
project, consists of University members and specifically students who are living in 
Denmark. Our reason for this selection is that I can have access to the specific 
situation for gathering data to look at different gender reflection towards donating due 
to the higher level of education.  
Therefore, there are three dimensions related to our target group which I want to 
focus on, first of all their genders. In the charity area, I hear that women giving more 
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than men, because of their attraction to the “other help” aspects and continuously men 
donate less because of their attitude to “self help” (Tucker-Ladd, 2004). By regarding 
to this point I want to look at our target group’s gender and examine this assumption. 
The next one is their age, which could show us in which age, the audience could have a 
more positive reflection to the charity actions. And lastly, our target group education 
to look at the effect of this factor on the audience decision making for donating.  
  
Cardinal Question and questionnaire 
Through Looking at 7 stages of the interview, which is researched by Kvale, by looking 
at the “designing” section in this study, I would like to work on the 3 kinds of those 
questions:  
Basically, I want to find an answer to our “cardinal question” which is what are the 
reason of audience attitudes to donate and the effect of media on this term?   
Secondly, I want to work on our “research question”, which is, how people as audience 
reflected on charity and different types of charity advertisements?  
And finally, for the “questionnaire” part our main focus is under getting knowledge 
from our target group (Kvale, 1996). I would like to ask questions related to their 
experience and feeling toward charity in relation to their daily life. In continue, there 
are some of our questions: 
1. What is your gender? 
2. What is your age? 
3. What is your occupation and education? 
4. How much is your monthly income? 
5. Have you donated money in recent months? What is your intention to 
donate?                                    
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6. How do you characterize those charitable organizations?               
7. How do you know about the charity organization?             
8. Which type of charity you prefer  to donate? What is your reason?      
9. Could you explain any experience that you have regarded to charity 
campaigns? 
I think about these questions because in our study, I could gather data in relation to 
our target group’s experiences toward charity campaign in their daily life. Through 
this method, the process of achieving data could be more realistic and it is not like a 
kind of the interview, which interviewees stay under pressure and he or she just 
wants to satisfy the surveyor. I try to use more open ended questions. I would like that 
our audience could represent their thoughts and can explain the real situation related 
to the subject which they remember and they also experience it. 
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Methodology 
This project based on a theoretical- analytical approach, by the mean of combination of 
theory and analysis to acquire knowledge which I need to deal with. The abductive 
approach is going on through the whole process of analyzing. With this method, it is 
possible to figure out which theories are actually applied to the empirical data and 
also vice a versa. Through this approach I could go from general aspects of the 
personality and also the other way around. The focus of this project is to find the most 
probable answer from the reliable data. 
Using the survey as our method of gathering data has apparent advantages. Through 
using this method, I could access to the broad range of our target group. It allows us as 
a researcher to collect data without time limitation. Our target group could also 
participate and respond to the survey anytime and anywhere (Cargan, 2007). 
Additionally, I could use the interview as an extra option to our survey with the aim of 
going more in depth of our target group perspectives and experiences.  
In the first part of the project, the main theories used to defend and stand the point of 
view of the problem definition as well as the ones used to analyze it. On the next part, 
a deep analysis from different perspectives of the empirical proofs through gathering 
data. 
Some theories from different disciplines have been used. Specifically, theories from the 
disciplines of communication, Sociology and Psychology. I have found necessary to use 
theories from different fields of study to have a more clear idea and better explanation 
of the problem, as well to understand the behavior of the subjects of the problem.  
Due to the problem treated in this project, which involved the subjects such as the 
main reason of individual attitudes to donating for different social problems, some of 
sociological approaches have been used. In fact, by the looking at our survey subject, 
the problem itself has concerned as a communication problem, therefore, for obvious 
reasons, communication theories such as audience studies and reception analysis have 
been used. 
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After gathering data, the other section of the project, I focus on the analysis part and 
to go further on this part, it is possible to  find different aspect of our target group 
representation of the subject regarding to the NPOs ads. 
Through using “discourse analysis”, as special angle of qualitative and theoretical 
research I could study “text linguistic” of our target group different definition of their 
expression of their attitudes to donating ( Schrøder, 2000). 
In conclusion, the present study has provided new insights into audience studies, by 
regarding to the goal of our research which is identifying different reasons for 
donating by concerning the different audience perspectives towards the charity 
campaigns. Specifically, through this study, I try to identify our target group reception 
model of charity ads through observing their mode of decoding the charity texts. I put 
my effort to do this research on an experimental way to gather suitable data related to 
my target group experiences and feeling towards charity campaigns and their various 
kinds of ads. Finally, I would like to look at this process of perception and reception of 
audience attitudes to the field of charity through real experiences in their life with 
regard to their different age, gender, and level of education.   
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Analysis 
In the social movement such as participating in charitable activities, various factors 
enable men and women to attract on donating. The gender of participants in this type 
of movement, as well as gender aspects in general, have been important in making a 
decision towards donating (Hall, 1973). When gender is taken into account, primarily, 
attention goes more around women’s reflection to this type of activities. Through this 
study, it is particular to examining audience roles as both provider and receivers of 
charity message, and their social and emotional reflection (Gilligan, 1982). In critical 
assessment of measures and theories of moral development, and individual attitudes 
of participants, the action could emphasize on the three important key themes: 
1. The real experiences of women and men 
2. Various concepts of human attitudes to help rely on the gender differences. 
3. Through looking at the background of this type of help find the reason of 
participating, “self-help” and “other-help”. 
In the following graphs I have detailed presentation of the audience attitudes towards 
charity in different fields. Regarding to different responses to our survey 
questionnaire, the analysis section will be continued due to our participants’ 
responses. I want to look at different gender through compare their responses due to 
theories which I rely on. 
Through using different theoretical aspects such as decoding, reading perception of 
media text and moral development, it is possible to identify the individual and social 
role of audience regarding to their gender by the aim of finding their reason of 
donating.  
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Question-1-  
  
This question was used in order to look at target our main audience. In fact, I also 
wanted to have a wider knowledge about other audience perspectives. Although, the 
target audience is both male and female, regarding to other survey charity would 
relate more with females. Our aim is to find out, even if regarding to other surveys 
and theories, are women in top of men’s in the process of making a decision to donate? 
or look at the individual attitude to participate in charity regarding to their gender. 
By regarding to “reception theory”, the maximal audience category refers to male 
gender, which is completely different from most of researches and surveys which 
worked on the charity audience perspective. Regarding to this specific subject, I am 
looking at the fact that men and women are different in moral virtues inside their 
gender differences. Therefore, their responses to this term could also be differences 
and I go further on those details through other questions.    
My basis of moral aspect is setting on the Gilligan point of view toward morality which 
she claims it is higher in women than men, but after getting the results, outcome data 
are more close to Kohlberg which is more focused on the masculine type of morality.2 
This model allows us to compare the answers of the different gender and therefore, it 
is possible to identify, what is the audience’s taste differ due to this term.  
                                               
2
 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/feminism-ethics/ 
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Question-2- 
  
This question was used in order to ensure I appeal to the audience with more 
attraction. For our subject which is charity, I have 11 participants based the age of 18 
to over 55. After analyzing our results the participants are mostly in-between range of 
25 years to 34 years old. Therefore, it is possible to think about that these days this 
age have higher attitudes towards charity regarding to age aspects in “audience 
studies”.  
This part will allow us to see if there is a link between the age of a person and the like 
and dislikes about donating. By the aim of knowing more about the reason of 
participation in donation we go further in the next step to know more about our 
audience. 
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Question-3- 
 
This question was used in order to assure about the occupation and education level 
because one of our aim of this research is  to look at the university audiences. I found 
that in the level of higher education students are in the central area of the survey, 
through other question, I look at their different attitudes inside other members of 
higher education, also by regarding to their gender. As a matter of fact, I send the 
questionnaire randomly, to find out which group in our survey is participating more in 
charity. The results show that students and then fulltime job participants could be 
mentioned as our main audience who do care more about this subject. 
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Question-4- 
 
 
This question was intended to find out even if the higher income could have more 
effect on donating? Through rely on the results of the survey, students showed more 
attraction in this case, therefore, the result of analysis go to the side of less income 
and more attitudes to donating. By regarding to “Moral aspects” of participants, and 
through looking at our result, it is possible to assume less income could not be an 
essential point to deny of donating and  participating in charity.  
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Question-5- 
 
 
 
 
 
After gathering general information, I start to take a step deeper related to aim as 
finding donors and their reason of donating. In fact, I thought that the result for this 
question would be also “No” and some people may do not participate in these 
campaigns because of any reason. But surprisingly, whole the group just select “Yes”. 
But in terms of finding the reason of donating, I got different responses and also I 
faced with special responses which is essential because of the answers which related to 
those who donate without no reason. Regarding to those who answer this question, I 
could categorize the reposes due to the “Gilligan stages” which I noticed it in 
theoretical section (Gilligan, 1982). By regarding to the Hall expression of decoding, I 
5.b. What is your reason to do or not to do donate? 
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could think about the same reading at the first step of charity survey regarding to the 
point of charity in general. But is it the same in other level of reading, specially due to 
gender, age and etc (Hall, 1973). 
In continue, I asked our target group about their reason of donating. The responses 
are differed in some cases and they have also similar point which is “help”, but after 
this part, the reading of “help” differed from one person to another. This type of 
reading could also separate and distinguished on the table of moral behavior.  
Through relying on the “moral development” table, there are different levels to donate 
and helping others. By concerning this point and looking at our target group 
responses, it is possible to categorize our audience reasons of donating into the levels 
which are represented below:  
3rd: Good will 
4
th
: Helping People 
5
th
: Helping those who need help 
6
th
: Because its our duty to help each other 
7
th
: its a way to make a difference 
10
th
: I like to support what I believe to be good causes 
 
Regarding to these answers we could divide our response to the different levels of 
moral development and caring schedule. By responding to those perspectives, the 
main part of responses could be mentioned  as “helping people”, specifically “those who 
needs help” “to make a difference” because “ its our duty to help each other”, “believe 
in good cause” and “ good will” by the aim of “make a difference” (3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 
10 th responses). 
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Question-6- 
 
 
 
By regarding to eight mechanisms which  have reflected on donating, there are 
“tangible” and “intangible” needs. In our case and regarding to responses, our target 
group are focused on tangible needs such as “medication, treatment” (Bekkers & 
Wiepking, p.929) 
The purpose of this question was to see if our audience thought about typical 
characteristic related to different charity. As our results show it appears on this step 
the part of decoding differ from this step. Therefore, I try to find out what is the most 
common or the least type of charity among our target group in the process of charity 
decoding and reading. In this case, I ask this question to figure out the audience’s 
sudden brainstorming which is related to their experiences in daily life and what they 
can suddenly remember is related to a specific case. Through relying on the audience 
study inside the special noticing on the “moral aspects”, responses shows which type of 
charity is on the top of audience mind and their experiences. 
The reposes show various types of charity which are represented below: 
1st respond: Kræftens bekæmpelse, Børnefonden, Læger uden grænser. (Cancer Society, Children's 
Foundation, Doctors without Borders). 
2
nd
: Donations to ngo, Helping People around you 
3rd: humanitarian aid in Africa, charity to children 
5
th
: Humanity and health charity, Environmental, Animal 
6
th
: Unicef, Amnesty, Red Cross 
7
th
: i don't understand the question 
8
th
: Kids, Animals, Disaster, War, Disease 
9
th
: Ventilen, Red Barnet, Røde Kors, Amnesty, Folkekirkens Nødhjælp, Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke. (The 
valve, Save the Children, Red Cross, Amnesty International, DanChurchAid, MS). Chech kon. 
Which type of charity can you imagine first, second 
and so on? 
Plese write it down! 
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10
th
: Human rights, animals rights 
11
th
: Antifascist, antirepression 
In general, it is possible to subcategories the main area of charity dimensions: 
Humanity and health and animal rights which could characterize as “tangible” needs. 
Through asking this question, we can access to the general perspective of audience, 
which may they know about it at the next step we go further on this subject more 
seriously and individually which could be inside of real action. Through this parts we 
can look at active audience and their dimensions towards this subject. 
 
Question-7- 
 
 
 
After getting more knowledge related to the “awareness of needs”, by continuing our 
question after latest question which could be mentioned as brainstorming, I want to go 
deeper through our audience attitudes towards donating, by looking at their choice of 
typical charity and also their reason of that selection which is completely specific 
points rely on their moral effect and selection. In this case, by regarding to Kohlberg 
and Gilligan, it is possible to rely the responses to our target group to different levels 
of moral table, by considering their reason which plays the main role in their selection. 
In this question, I intend to figure out my target group’s individual interest related to 
giving.  
In general, respondent focus on humanity and then animals. For the first one there 
are different types of reading regarding to the audience reason by participating in the 
charity campaigns.  
Which type of charity do you prefer to donate?  
And What is the reason of your selection? 
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Inside of the case of humanity, disease, kids, youth, human right and poor people are 
mentioned, which men’s attitudes are more about the disease, kids, poor people, 
medicine treatment and animals and women are more attracted on human right, 
environment, youth and animal rights. In the table of moral development theses 
separation could settle on different levels which in men and women are similar in 
some reason and also they have some differences in detail of their attitudes towards 
donating.  
M. 1st respond: Organisations fighting deseases. Somehow i Think that helps us all and not just poor people in 
africa or sick animals in india 
M. 2
nd
: Permanent sustainable initiatives With long term effects 
M. 3rd: médecins sans frontières, because they do a really good job, and there are there when a 
catastrophe strikes, and help with the most necessary medical treatment 
M. 5
th
: First of all humanity because I want to help other and the effect is for them and also for us who help to 
have brighter future for all. 
M. 6
th
: Red Cross, because this organization use donation in all different issues. 
F. 7
th
: environment, human rights, reason: overpopulation, the nature is not just a resource 
M. 8
th
: Kids, Animal, Disease 
F. 9
th
: Ventilen. I work there as a voluntere because it is a cause that I have been affected by myself and it's 
about helping people my own age who hasn't had the same chances as me 
F. 10
th
: Animal rights, because I think they need to have rights and be taken more serious 
M. 11
th
: Activism 
Regarding to Moral development and ethical stages, it is possible to divide he 
responses to different stages: (Kohlenberg, 1976 & Gilligan, 1982).  
1. Self-interest: “work there as a voluntere because it is a cause that I have been 
affected by myself and it's about helping people my own age who hasn't had the 
same chances as me” (9th response). 
2. Social or Self Approval:  “Somehow i Think that helps us all and not just poor 
people in africa or sick animals in india” (1st response). 
3. Social Responsibility: “I want to help other and the effect is for them and 
also for us who help to have brighter future for all” (5th response). 
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4. Justice, Equality and Rights: “Human rights” and “Animal rights, because I 
think they need to have rights and be taken more serious” (7th & 10th responses). 
5. Caring, Compassion: : “First of all humanity because I want to help other and 
the effect is for them and also for us who help to have brighter future for all” (5th 
response). 
 
In general, the large majority of the participants identify their primary attitudes and 
motivation in giving  in the case of care about others, which  is categorized in the fifth 
stage, caring and comparison.  
After getting the taste of our target group as participants of charity, we go further on 
the different channels of introducing and ads, to see and find out which one is more 
effective from audience perspectives.  
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Question-8- 
 
 
“Awareness of need is a first prerequisite for philanthropy” (Bekkers & Wiepking, 
p.929). Therefore, by regarding to the first section of eight mechanisms which have an 
effect on charitable giving charitable giving, In this part , the aim is to look at the 
channels which make people aware of  various needs for support.  
      Awareness of need is facilitated by the (mass) media. Simon (1997) shows 
that more extended media coverage of an earthquake has a strong positive 
relationship  with private contributions supporting those affected. In turn, the 
amount of attention the media pays attention to beneficiaries’ needs depends 
on, among others, the number of beneficiaries (or those affected in the case of 
disasters), and the demographic and psychological distance between potential 
donors and beneficiaries (Adams, 1986; Simon, 1997).  
This question again would not directly linked to the specific type of charity, however, 
give us an insight of media in terms of different channels of charity advertising. By 
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adding this variety, I am looking at specific text related to charity which is ads by 
having a broad range of variety. 
From these finding I can suggest that the most common place or ways for people to 
hear about the charity and think about it is TV ads. “A survey study of donations to 
relief appeals—often advertised on television—reveals that the amount of time spent 
watching television is positively related to relief donations” (Bennett & Kottasz, 2000). 
Furthermore, the finding strengthens our other findings which is related to online and 
outdoor ads. This can be seen through the fact that regarding to these results it shows 
that less people care about the print ads and therefore may suggest that they prefer 
accept charity ads through visual representation such as any types of video, film or 
programs which are related to this subject. 
 
Question-9- 
 
 
 
By asking this question after focusing on individual attitudes and media effect on 
audience from our target group perspectives, I go further on the types of ads which 
could be more effective and the reason of this effect, through this part audience could 
show their special attraction, “TV ads work best for me cause I have accepted adds on 
TV while I get really annoyed by ads anywhere else” (5 th respose).  Specifically, in this 
case, they show their real experience which is related to their selection of specific 
charity campaign for donating, reason of their selection and the type of media platform 
which has an effect on their decision witch regarding to Schrøder and Hall’s 
dimensions, now, I go deeper to look at the effective platform which could have a 
Which types of ads could be more effective? 
How & why?  
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higher positive effect on participants process of deciding to donate and also inside of  
the type, we try to find the reason of this effectiveness.    
          A second mechanisms that precedes the conscious deliberation of various 
types of costs and benefits of donating is solicitation. Solicitation refers to the 
mere act of being solicited to donate. The way potential donors are solicited 
determines the  effectiveness of solicitations. The effects of different methods 
are captured by the other mechanisms. In terms of the four dimensions in Table 
1, solicitations (a) may be tangible (e.g., a fundraising letter) or intangible (a 
personal request); (b) are interactions between people; (c) originate from 
beneficiaries or charitable organizations; (d) target potential donors. Studies on 
solicitation have appeared in journals from a variety of disciplines, including 
marketing, psychology, and economics (Bekkers & Wiepking, p.931). 
 
By asking these questions, I could look at the coding , message and decoding of Hall in 
the same place (1973). From the audience point of view, they think differently, some of 
them think that TV is more effective because “ TV ads is more effective because we 
would be able to see movie and picture which are in related to donation” (6 th response) 
and the other explain the selection as “ personal activism, concerts because the first 
one could have individual effect and the next one because of broad range of fans, they 
can spread the message all over the world” (11 th response). 
our text is related to ads and the effect of this type of ads on the audience from their 
point of view to this area. Reception theory and Schrøder explanation. In general, this 
idea “I think those which can show us the problem. more realistic problem expression 
can help us to select the special charity we want to help. otherwise how we can trust 
them” (5th response) is represented in different ways. Therefore, it is possible to 
mention that the audience do care much about the purpose of the organization. 
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Question-10- 
 
 
 
 
In the last question, I want our target group to share their experience related to 
charity moment, through all questions, I focus on different reason of donating through 
concerning gender differences, their typical age and finally by looking at their income. 
Regarding to these points and by going through our audience experiences, it is possible 
to find the target group attitudes toward charity campaigns. By regarding to the 
responses of this question, I faced with various perspectives of different people which 
those perspectives are related to the same text, Charity. This part can mention as the 
specific combination of communication theories, as audience studies and psychological 
aspects of moral development, through listening to the audience story related to the 
charity. 
1st respond: I know about 10 people close to me who died of cancer. Thats why i always support kræftens 
bekæmpelse. (the fight against cancer). 
5
th
: Every time that I go out I see some people who need help individually and some times you face with out 
door ads. Now I am a member of UNICEF because of the out door and TV ads. I help them every month and I 
am happy because I think I can help some people who can live in better situation and this can be good for 
having happier life for all the people all over the world. 
6
th
: I remember when I worked as volunteer in red cross, I touched the pain. Everyone could be on that 
situation because of war, less right in the country or what ever. By this erfaring I think all of us should help 
each other, who knows about the future but we can make it from today. 
7
th
: i donated once because the voice on the phone was attractive and the organisation's goal was something i 
had been thinking about doing (saving the rainforest) 
8
th
: In my experience, every time I want to help, I look at the people as individual or group needs. But any way 
I would like to help children as our future generation, there is no matter in which place of the world they live. 
9
th
: I love the Amnesty campaign going on right now ("End world hunger - before your train gets here" or 
something like that) because it makes the donation seem so little an inconvenience to us but so important for 
their work. Thumbs up Amnesty ;) 
Your memorable experiences are important to us and we 
would be delighted if you assist us by telling one of your 
stories about charity. 
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10
th
: Basically I donate for right firstly human right and due to it animal right because I think when people can 
access to their real life right so they can think about other things such as animal. 
11
th
: My experience is related to concert, many people were attending and some of them talk about this point, 
they were mostly attracted to come beside of the point that they were fan, also because of the charity part, they 
try more to find time to come, and this is also true for me. 
 
The first response about individual experience is one of the essential point which is 
concerned with many studies. In some cases, there is a particular angel which is 
related to increasing awareness of need when audience what could be effect of their 
charitable acts. Specifically, this point related to those who have relatives who are 
suffering from specific illness and they want to participate on donation because of 
them and by the aim of helping their relatives to fight against those illness (Bekkers, 
2008, Burgoyne, Yung & walker, 2005). Regarding to this point we find one of the 
reasons of donating as “I know about 10 people close to me who died of cancer. Thats 
why i always support kræftens bekæmpelse. (the fight against cancer)” (1st respond). 
Another response, regarding to our audience experiences, is in relation with the 4th 
section of Eight mechanisms which is about “altruism”, (Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011, p. 
936). “I remember when I worked as volunteer in red cross, I touched the pain. 
Everyone could be on that situation because of war, less right in the country or what 
ever. By this erfaring I think all of us should help each other, who knows about the 
future, but we can make it from today” (6th response), this case is also related to “self 
help”. 
The other response is in relation with the 6th section of “Eight mechanisms” which is 
about Psychological benefits. In this case, the focus could be on the term which is 
called “Joy of Giving” and in this response this part is completely visible (Bekkers & 
Wiepking, 2011, p. 938). “Every time that I go out I see some people who need help 
individually and some times you face with out door ads. Now I am a member of 
UNICEF because of the out door and TV ads. I help them every month and I am happy 
because I think I can help some people who can live in better situation and this can be 
good for having happier life for all the people all over the world” (5th response). This 
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response could mention as donors self-report of “being happy” and this case is a motive 
for donating and participating in charitable acts. 
Regarding to the target group responses, different attitudes towards participating in 
charity campaigns are visible, but, in general, it is possible to say that in this study, 
the audience attitudes towards charity is more in relation of humanity, human rights, 
diseases and animal rights.  
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Conclusion 
This study has attempted to explore a researched area based on media and social 
issues by regarding to the audience perspectives and relying on their vision to 
different ads related to charity and effectiveness of this platform to attract them into 
donating. Therefore, there is a basic on the audience representation and reading of 
different types of ads and channels of introducing the issues. Regarding to this basic, 
the audience perception, experiences and interpreting could be helpful, to 
understanding the audience attitudes towards charity campaigns. Therefore , on this 
project, The aim is to identify different profiles of people as audience in relation to 
donation.  
According to our survey, I look at charity audience and their attitudes toward 
donating. In the audience study term, anyone who receives the text via media such as 
a print media, Television, DVD, or the Internet can mention as audience. Inside of this 
point, everyone could be an audience, which I focused on the audience whose could call 
as  members of higher education in Denmark .  
“Audience” is a central concept throughout this study, because the effect of media texts 
and contexts is represented by people and in this case, they play the special role, 
through receiving the text and making sort of sense out of it, which is differ from one 
person to another one in the details section of charity aspects.    
Regarding to the responses, there are different reasons for caring and helping others. 
Inside of this case, which is donating by the reason of “others help”, there is an 
additional motive on participating which regards to “self help” (Tucker-Ladd, 2004). 
Through considering responses, people help others not only because of others need but 
also because of some reason which is related to donators or their relative such as one 
expression “for our next generation” (8th response), or “I know about 10 people close to 
me who died of cancer” (1st response). 
I could assume that this project is more aligned with how audience decide about 
donating and also how they choose special campaign or campaigns. By regarding to 
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“audience study” project, in relation with charity aspect, it is possible to step up in the 
way of having stronger community, sense of audience engagement.  
During the analysis of the survey, the multidimensional character of the readers’ 
signifying process was registered (Schrøder, 2000), such as their motivations to the 
special types of charity and also their individual understanding of these types of ads, 
and their attitudes to the charity and donating to NPOs. Regarding to our target 
group reading of ethical ads, through various representations, they represent different 
types of reading of the charity due to the different reason for those types of decoding.  
By looking at the responses, they show that our audience inspired by visual 
representation channels which is related to TV and outdoor ads. Regarding to the 
responses, I could divide the reason of audience attitude towards charity in several 
terms, individual social, and then human and animal’s right, war and freedom. 
Actually, all interviewees had useful respond to the questionnaire and they represent 
their vision of different types of charities and effective ads. There are similarity and 
differences in the responds and it is also possible to look at them from the different 
gender vision. 
In fact, after getting the first responses from different gender, this project seems to be 
more close to the Kohlberg perspective, but after going more further on questions, the 
new perspective open in front of my mind, which shows that the results of our survey 
could not exactly stand  on the side of the moral development and caring theory, but in 
the case of charity ,it is possible to assume that regarding to responses what we get is 
in relation of both sides of moral development and caring. Because in the chapter ten 
of Ethic, it shows that “The female perspective of moral issues has been ignored in 
favor of a  male perspective”, and in my case, there is not an rejection, there is some 
differences beside similarities (Driver, 2013). 
Finally, through using audience studies, decoding and reception analysis of the target 
group responses to the charity survey, the reasons for donating are presented as 
helping others and also because of the importance of our future and the future of next 
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generation which rely on the moral aspects and caring motivation. These reasons are 
most related to the caring and compassion in the five motivations. The differences 
between men and women’s attitudes towards charity differ in a small range of 
morality, such as men prefer caring in humanity and inside of this case, women have 
higher attitudes in the case of human rights. Overall, our evidences show that the role 
of gender in this case is related to the audience and their reception of charity aspects 
which is mostly affected by media and visual concepts.  
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I know about 10 people close to me who died of cancer. Thats why i always support kræftens bekæmpelse
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Sp3: What is your monthly income?
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Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Other
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Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
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Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
What is your reason to do or not
to do donate?
Good will
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Other
Other (please specify) collections, where they knock on my door, or by monthly donation
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
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by telling one of your stories about charity.
Respondent sprang dette spørgsmål over.
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Sp1: What is your gender & age?
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Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Full time job
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.30,000- & up
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
What is your reason to do or not
to do donate?
Helping People
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
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Charity Analyser resultaterIndsaml besvarelserDesign spørgeundersøgelse
RESPONDENTER: 11 af 11
Ü Oversigtover
spørgsmål
t Datatendenser U Individuellebesvarelser
Ingen delte data
Deling gør det muligt for dig at dele dine
spørgeundersøgelsesresultater med andre. Du kan
dele alle data, en gemt visning eller en enkelt
spørgsmålsopsummering. Find ud af mere ».
Del alleEksporter alleAKTUEL VISNING ?
+ FILTER + SAMMENLIGN + VIS
?
Ingen regler anvendt
Regler gør det muligt for dig at FILTRERE,
SAMMENLIGNE og VISE resultater for at se
tendenser og mønstre. Find ud af mere »
GEMTE VISNINGER (1) ?
Oprindelig visning  (Ingen regler
anvendt)
E
+ Gem som...
EKSPORTEREDE ENHEDER ?
DELTE DATA ?
Del alle
  
Sp1: What is your gender & age?
Male
25 to 34
Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Student
Education Master
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.0-Kr.9,999
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
What is your reason to do or not
to do donate?
Helping those who need help
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
TV ads
Outdoor ads
Videos of famous people related to charity issues.
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
FULDFØRT
Indsamler: New Email Invitation (E-mail)
Påbegyndt: 23. april 2014 14:14:53
Sidst ændret: 23. april 2014 14:44:37
Tidsforbrug: 00:29:44
E-mail: ali_yb83@yahoo.com
IP-adresse: 188.183.146.144
SIDE 1: Charity
SIDE 2
Humanity and health charity, Environmental, Animal
First of all humanity because I want to help other and the effect is for them and also for us who help to have 
brighter future for all.
I think those which can show us the problem. more realistic problem expression can help us to select the 
special charity we want to help. other wise how we can trust them.
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Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
Every time that I go out I see some people who need help individually and some times you face with out door 
ads. Now I am a member of UNICEF because of the out door and TV ads. I help them every month and I am 
happy because I think I can help some people who can live in better situation and this can be good for having 
happier life for all the people all over the world.
Charity Analyser resultaterIndsaml besvarelserDesign spørgeundersøgelse
RESPONDENTER: 11 af 11
Ü Oversigtover
spørgsmål
t Datatendenser U Individuellebesvarelser
Ingen delte data
Deling gør det muligt for dig at dele dine
spørgeundersøgelsesresultater med andre. Du kan
dele alle data, en gemt visning eller en enkelt
spørgsmålsopsummering. Find ud af mere ».
Del alleEksporter alleAKTUEL VISNING ?
+ FILTER + SAMMENLIGN + VIS
?
Ingen regler anvendt
Regler gør det muligt for dig at FILTRERE,
SAMMENLIGNE og VISE resultater for at se
tendenser og mønstre. Find ud af mere »
GEMTE VISNINGER (1) ?
Oprindelig visning  (Ingen regler
anvendt)
E
+ Gem som...
EKSPORTEREDE ENHEDER ?
DELTE DATA ?
Del alle
  
Sp1: What is your gender & age?
Male
25 to 34
Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Student
Education Kandidate
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.0-Kr.9,999
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
What is your reason to do or not
to do donate?
Because its our duty to help each other
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
TV ads
Outdoor ads
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
FULDFØRT
Indsamler: New Email Invitation (E-mail)
Påbegyndt: 23. april 2014 14:46:38
Sidst ændret: 23. april 2014 15:08:32
Tidsforbrug: 00:21:54
E-mail: s124234@student.dtu.dk
IP-adresse: 188.183.146.144
SIDE 1: Charity
SIDE 2
Unicef, Amnesty, Red Cross,
Red Cross, because this organization use donation in all different issues.
Tv ads is more effective because we would be able to see movie and picture which are in related to donation.
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I remember when I worked as volunteer in red cross, I touched the pain. Everyone could be on that situation 
because of war, less right in the country or what ever. By this erfaring I think all of us should help each other, who 
knows about the future but we can make it from today.
Charity Analyser resultaterIndsaml besvarelserDesign spørgeundersøgelse
RESPONDENTER: 11 af 11
Ü Oversigtover
spørgsmål
t Datatendenser U Individuellebesvarelser
Ingen delte data
Deling gør det muligt for dig at dele dine
spørgeundersøgelsesresultater med andre. Du kan
dele alle data, en gemt visning eller en enkelt
spørgsmålsopsummering. Find ud af mere ».
Del alleEksporter alleAKTUEL VISNING ?
+ FILTER + SAMMENLIGN + VIS
?
Ingen regler anvendt
Regler gør det muligt for dig at FILTRERE,
SAMMENLIGNE og VISE resultater for at se
tendenser og mønstre. Find ud af mere »
GEMTE VISNINGER (1) ?
Oprindelig visning  (Ingen regler
anvendt)
E
+ Gem som...
EKSPORTEREDE ENHEDER ?
DELTE DATA ?
Del alle
  
Sp1: What is your gender & age?
Female
18 to 24
Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Student
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.0-Kr.9,999
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
What is your reason to do or not
to do donate?
its a way to make a difference
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Online ads
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
FULDFØRT
Indsamler: New Email Invitation (E-mail)
Påbegyndt: 30. april 2014 11:44:48
Sidst ændret: 30. april 2014 11:49:43
Tidsforbrug: 00:04:55
E-mail: teksam-stud@ruc.dk
IP-adresse: 83.151.135.27
SIDE 1: Charity
SIDE 2
i don't understand the question
environment, human rights
reason: overpopulation, the nature is not just a resource
go knocking on doors, demonstrating
i donated once because the voice on the phone was attractive and the organisation's goal was something i had 
been thinking about doing (saving the rainforest)
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Charity Analyser resultaterIndsaml besvarelserDesign spørgeundersøgelse
RESPONDENTER: 11 af 11
Ü Oversigtover
spørgsmål
t Datatendenser U Individuellebesvarelser
Ingen delte data
Deling gør det muligt for dig at dele dine
spørgeundersøgelsesresultater med andre. Du kan
dele alle data, en gemt visning eller en enkelt
spørgsmålsopsummering. Find ud af mere ».
Del alleEksporter alleAKTUEL VISNING ?
+ FILTER + SAMMENLIGN + VIS
?
Ingen regler anvendt
Regler gør det muligt for dig at FILTRERE,
SAMMENLIGNE og VISE resultater for at se
tendenser og mønstre. Find ud af mere »
GEMTE VISNINGER (1) ?
Oprindelig visning  (Ingen regler
anvendt)
E
+ Gem som...
EKSPORTEREDE ENHEDER ?
DELTE DATA ?
Del alle
  
Sp1: What is your gender & age?
Male
25 to 34
Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Student
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.10,000-Kr.14,999
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Online ads
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
FULDFØRT
Indsamler: New Email Invitation (E-mail)
Påbegyndt: 21. april 2014 20:07:25
Sidst ændret: 4. maj 2014 12:44:00
Tidsforbrug: Over en uge
E-mail: virk-stud@ruc.dk
IP-adresse: 87.59.200.89
SIDE 1: Charity
SIDE 2
Kids, Animals, Disaster, War, Disease
Kids, Animal, Disease
They need to be personal somehow, would not know which one is the most effective.
In my experience, every time I want to help, I look at the people as individual or group needs. But any way I would 
like to help children as our future generation, there is no matter in which place of the world they live.
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Charity Analyser resultaterIndsaml besvarelserDesign spørgeundersøgelse
RESPONDENTER: 11 af 11
Ü Oversigtover
spørgsmål
t Datatendenser U Individuellebesvarelser
Ingen delte data
Deling gør det muligt for dig at dele dine
spørgeundersøgelsesresultater med andre. Du kan
dele alle data, en gemt visning eller en enkelt
spørgsmålsopsummering. Find ud af mere ».
Del alleEksporter alleAKTUEL VISNING ?
+ FILTER + SAMMENLIGN + VIS
?
Ingen regler anvendt
Regler gør det muligt for dig at FILTRERE,
SAMMENLIGNE og VISE resultater for at se
tendenser og mønstre. Find ud af mere »
GEMTE VISNINGER (1) ?
Oprindelig visning  (Ingen regler
anvendt)
E
+ Gem som...
EKSPORTEREDE ENHEDER ?
DELTE DATA ?
Del alle
  
Sp1: What is your gender & age?
Female
18 to 24
Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Student
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.0-Kr.9,999
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
What is your reason to do or not
to do donate?
Membership to the organisation where I voluntere
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Print ads
Outdoor ads
Videos of famous people related to charity issues.
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
FULDFØRT
Indsamler: New Email Invitation (E-mail)
Påbegyndt: 21. april 2014 20:06:50
Sidst ændret: 4. maj 2014 12:50:02
Tidsforbrug: Over en uge
E-mail: psyk-stud@ruc.dk
IP-adresse: 131.164.210.110
SIDE 1: Charity
SIDE 2
Ventilen, Red Barnet, Røde Kors, Amnesty, Folkekirkens Nødhjælp, Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke
Ventilen. I work there as a voluntere because it is a cause that I have been affected by myself and it's about 
helping people my own age who hasn't had the same chances as me
Print at first step and then look at the people attraction, video, outdoor. It depends on the people who want to 
donate.
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by telling one of your stories about charity.
I love the Amnesty campaign going on right now ("End world hunger - before your train gets here" or something 
like that) because it makes the donation seem so little an inconvenience to us but so important for their work. 
Thumbs up Amnesty ;)
Charity Analyser resultaterIndsaml besvarelserDesign spørgeundersøgelse
RESPONDENTER: 11 af 11
Ü Oversigtover
spørgsmål
t Datatendenser U Individuellebesvarelser
Ingen delte data
Deling gør det muligt for dig at dele dine
spørgeundersøgelsesresultater med andre. Du kan
dele alle data, en gemt visning eller en enkelt
spørgsmålsopsummering. Find ud af mere ».
Del alleEksporter alleAKTUEL VISNING ?
+ FILTER + SAMMENLIGN + VIS
?
Ingen regler anvendt
Regler gør det muligt for dig at FILTRERE,
SAMMENLIGNE og VISE resultater for at se
tendenser og mønstre. Find ud af mere »
GEMTE VISNINGER (1) ?
Oprindelig visning  (Ingen regler
anvendt)
E
+ Gem som...
EKSPORTEREDE ENHEDER ?
DELTE DATA ?
Del alle
  
Sp1: What is your gender & age?
Female
45 to 54
Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Part time job
Education Ph.D. social psychology
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.15,000-Kr.19,999
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
What is your reason to do or not
to do donate?
I like to support what I believe to be good causes
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Other
Other (please specify) I donate money by bank transference every month and prefer no advertising
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
FULDFØRT
Indsamler: New Email Invitation (E-mail)
Påbegyndt: 21. april 2014 20:06:38
Sidst ændret: 4. maj 2014 20:56:25
Tidsforbrug: Over en uge
E-mail: psyk-personale@ruc.dk
IP-adresse: 93.167.83.44
SIDE 1: Charity
SIDE 2
Human rights, animals rights
Animal rights, because I think they need to have rights and be taken more serious
In debth describtions of the purpose of the organisation in question
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Basically I donate for right firstly human right and due to it animal right because I think when people can access 
to their real life right so they can think about other things such as animal.
Charity Analyser resultaterIndsaml besvarelserDesign spørgeundersøgelse
RESPONDENTER: 11 af 11
Ü Oversigtover
spørgsmål
t Datatendenser U Individuellebesvarelser
Ingen delte data
Deling gør det muligt for dig at dele dine
spørgeundersøgelsesresultater med andre. Du kan
dele alle data, en gemt visning eller en enkelt
spørgsmålsopsummering. Find ud af mere ».
Del alleEksporter alleAKTUEL VISNING ?
+ FILTER + SAMMENLIGN + VIS
?
Ingen regler anvendt
Regler gør det muligt for dig at FILTRERE,
SAMMENLIGNE og VISE resultater for at se
tendenser og mønstre. Find ud af mere »
GEMTE VISNINGER (1) ?
Oprindelig visning  (Ingen regler
anvendt)
E
+ Gem som...
EKSPORTEREDE ENHEDER ?
DELTE DATA ?
Del alle
  
Sp1: What is your gender & age?
Male
35 to 44
Sp2: What is your occupation & education?
Full time job
Sp3: What is your monthly income?
Kr.25,000-Kr.29,999
Sp4: Have you donated money in recent months?
Yes
Sp5: Which type of charity can you imagine first, second and so one? Please write it down!
Sp6: Which type of charity do you prefer to donate? And what is the reason of your selection?
Sp7: Through which channel of charity advertising do you prefer to participate and donate?
Other
Other (please specify) personal activism, concerts, other benefits
Sp8: Which types of ads could be more effective? How & why?
Sp9: Your memorable experiences are important to us and we would be delighted if you assist us
by telling one of your stories about charity.
FULDFØRT
Indsamler: New Email Invitation (E-mail)
Påbegyndt: 30. april 2014 19:32:23
Sidst ændret: 4. maj 2014 21:20:02
Tidsforbrug: Over en dag
E-mail: hist-stud@ruc.dk
IP-adresse: 94.191.184.214
SIDE 1: Charity
SIDE 2
Antifascist, antirepression,
Activism
personal activism, concerts because the first one could have individual effect and the next one because of broad 
range of fans, they can spread the message all over the world.
My experience is related to concert, many people were attending and some of them talk about this point, they 
were mostly attracted to come beside of the point that they were fan, also because of the charity part, they try 
more to find time to come, and this is also true for me.
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